On Friday, March 17, 2017, the University Honors Program offered students the unique opportunity to have lunch and conversation with National Public Radio’s Dr. Zorba Paster, who was on campus visiting Utah Public Radio. Dr. Paster is a family physician and host of a weekly NPR call-in show, “Zorba Paster on Your Health.” Junior Justin Campbell, a philosophy and psychology double-major who plans himself to pursue an M.D., described his experience as one of the nine students lucky enough to meet Dr. Paster:

This past Friday, I was fortunate enough to share lunch with Dr. Zorba Paster, a physician and radio personality, whose lighthearted, entertaining demeanor paired perfectly with a humble message that was both inspirational and profound: you can always find happiness and purpose when choosing to serve others.

As a family physician in practice longer than I have been alive, he was certainly more than qualified to speak on the value of helping others. His impact is by no means confined to the walls of his local clinic; as a talk-show host, health advocate, author, and global humanitarian, his message and mission have affected people around the world. His efforts to help have quite clearly afforded him a life rich in adventure and fulfillment, as well as the chance to cross paths with a variety of impressive people along the way. His many stories—about everything from conversations with Sir Francis Crick, the co-discoverer of DNA, to work as a personal medical advisor for the Dalai Lama—made clear what a fulfilling life he leads.